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1. Introduction and goals
 The management of the building maintenance is reaching a 
huge impact around the world.
 The incorporation of tools to automate the tracking information, 
follow-up and analysis is needed.
 Take into account the high cost that the non-maintenance of 
buildings in appropriate good service conditions represents.
 To develop worldwide monitoring and analysis platforms in 
order to model and estimate the deterioration process of 
urban facades.
 To design global and specific maintenance-based policies 





2.1 A network of urban laboratories













































• Step 1: Perform the equality of survival test for each of the candidate variables to explain




























2: B anching the selected variable into as many categories as this one has, studying
sample sizes of each one and validating a possible recodi g.
3 For each of the active branch s repeat steps 1 and 2 until the survival equal ty

























































Durability functions by strata



















• Basic training manual for inspectors.
• Improved and more reliable i-pad interface 
for data collection.
• Photogrammetric inspection and diagnosis.
• Testing and learning in the collaboratory.
• Transitions between-failures modelling.
• Simulation of the urban deterioration 
process.
• Decision-making modulus.
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